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FINDS SPIRAL NEBULAE ARE STELLAR SYSTEMS; Dr. Hubbell
Confirms View That They Are 'Island Universes' Similar to Our Own.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 22. -- Confirmation of the view that the spiral nebulae, which
appear in the heavens as whirling clouds, are in reality distant stellar systems, or
"island universes," has been obtained by Dr. Edwin Hubbell of the Carnegie
Institution's Mount Wilson observatory, through investigations carried out with the
observatory's powerful telescopes.
In 1929 Hubble formulated the Redshift Distance Law, Hubble's law

Edwin Hubble (1929), "A relation between distance and radial
velocity among extra-galactic nebulae“, PNAS 15, 168–173
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Big Bang
“Condició primigènia en la qual existien unes
condicions d'una infinita densitat i temperatura”
[Wikipedia CAT]

“At some moment all matter in the universe
was contained in a single point” [Wikipedia]

Georges Lemaître

(1894-1966)

Theory, 1927: Solution (Friedmann’s) of Einstein’s Eqs

Annales Société Scientifique Bruxelles 47, 49 (1927), Eddington MNRAS (1930)

Observational evid.: V. Slipher redshifts + E. Hubble distancies

"hypothèse de l'atome primitif“

Nature 127, 706 (1931)

primeval atom, cosmic egg

Vesto
Slipher

On September 17, 1912, obtained
the first radial velocity of a "spiral
nebula" - Andromeda. Using the
24-inch telescope at Lowell
Observatory, AZ, he got more
Doppler shifts, establishing that
large velocities, usually in
recession, were a general property
of the spiral nebulae.

Slipher presented his results of the speed of 15 nebulae to the Am
Astronomical Society in 1914, and received a standing ovation.
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Alternatives:
Steady State theory: James Jeans,1920s, conjectured a steady state

cosmology based on continuous creation of matter in the universe.
Much improved in 1948 by Fred Hoyle, Thomas Gold, and Hermann Bondi.
Hoyle, on 28 March 1949, on the BBC: “Big Bang”. Published in The Listener, 1950.

Cyclic model (or oscillating universe): In a poem by Erasmus Darwin, 1791:

universe that expanded and contracted in a cyclic manner.
Edgar Allan Poe, 1848, similar cyclic system in his essay Eureka: A Prose Poem.
Richard C. Tolman, 1934, showed cyclic model failed because
the universe would undergo inevitable thermodynamic heat death.

New cyclic model: brane cosmology model of the creation of the universe

(derived from the ekpyrotic model) proposed in 2001 by Paul Steinhardt (Princeton
and Neil Turok (Cambridge). Evades entropy problem by net expansion in each
cycle, preventing entropy from building up.

Big Bang: Evidences
• Expansion according to Hubble’s law
• CMB
Radiation
1964
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• Abundancy of primordial elements

helium-4, helium-3, deuterium, litium-7
• Evolution & distribution of galaxies
• Primordial gas clouds
distant quasars
• Detection of primordial gravitational waves ?
17 March 2014

On the very origin

?

A mathematical singularity.

Extrapolation of the expansion of the universe backwards in time using General
Relativity yields an infinite density and temperature at a finite time in the past
[Hawking and Ellis, The Large-Scale Structure of Space-Time (Cambridge U.P., 1973)]

≈ 5.39106(32) × 10−44 s
ħ = 1.054571726(47)×10−34 J s
= 6.58211928(15)×10−16 eV s

inside Planck region

?

Inflation
App. 10−36 seconds after the origin, a phase transition caused a cosmic inflation, during which the universe grew very quickly
The inflationary epoch lasted from 10−36 to 10−35 seconds after the origin to some 10−33 to 10−32 s
de Sitter space (1917) is the analog in Minkowski space (spacetime) of a sphere in ordinary, Euclidean space. It is the
maximally symmetric, vacuum solution of Einstein's eqs, corresp. to a positive vacuum energy density and negative pressure
De Sitter space can be defined as a submanifold of a Minkowski space of one higher dimension. Take Minkowski
space R1,n with the standard metric:

De Sitter space is the submanifold described by the hyperboloid of one sheet
where

is some positive constant with dimensions of length
In the early 1970s Zeldovich: flatness and horizon problems of BB cosmology
In the late 1970s, Sidney Coleman applied the instanton techniques of A.
Polyakov et al to study the fate of the false vacuum in quantum field theory.
Like a metastable phase in statistical mechanics—water below the freezing
temperature or above the boiling point—a quantum field needs to nucleate a
large enough bubble of the new vacuum (new phase), to make a transition.
(In QFT, a false vacuum is a metastable sector of space that appears to be a
perturbative vacuum, but is unstable due to instanton effects that may tunnel
to a lower energy state. This tunneling can be caused by quantum fluctuations
or the creation of high-energy particles. This is analogous to metastability for
first-order phase transitions.)
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baryonic (Plausibly it is made up of the hypothetical elementary particles postulated in the 1980s, for example axions or the
lowest mass supersymmetric partner of the known particles.) incompatible with the flat geometry predicted by inflation
unless the Universe contains an additional unclustered and dominant contribution to its energy density, for example a
cosmological constant Λ such that Ωm + ΩΛ ≈ 1. Two largescale structure surveys carried out in the late 1980s, the APM
(automated photographic measuring) photographic survey and the QDOT redshift survey of infrared galaxies, showed that
the power spectrum of the galaxy distribution, if it traces that of the mass on large scales, can be fitted by a simple CDM
model only if the matter density is low, Ωm ≈ 0.3. This independent confirmation of the dynamical arguments led many to
adopt the now standard model of cosmology, ΛCDM. The supernova evidence is consistent with ΩΛ ≈ 0.7, just the value
required for the flat universe predicted by inflation. [The large-scale structure of the Universe, Volker Springel, Carlos S.
Frenk & Simon D. M. White, NATURE, 440, 27 April 2006]

Gravitational waves

,

stress–energy tensor plus quadratic terms involving

Linear approximation, space is nearly flat
The pattern of polarization in the cosmic microwave background can
be broken into two components. One, a curl-free, gradient-only
component, the E-mode (named in analogy to electrostatic fields),
was first seen in 2002 by the Degree Angular Scale Interferometer
(DASI). The second component is divergence-free, curl only, and is
known as the B-mode (named in analogy to magnetic fields). The
electric (E) and magnetic (B) modes are distinguished by their
behavior under a parity transformation n → -n. E modes have (-1)l
parity and B modes have (-1)l+1. The local distinction between the two
is that the polarization direction is aligned with the principal axes of the polarization amplitude for E and crossed 450 for B.

QUANTUM VACUUM FLUCTUATIONS
OF SPACETIME ITSELF?
BICEP2'S SNAPSHOTS OF THE CMB POLARIZATION

On 17 Mar 2014, John Kovac announced that, by looking
at the CMB signal, BICEP2 had found the imprint of
gravitational waves from the Big Bang:
*polarization of the CMB
*curly patterns known as B modes
*generated by gravitational waves during inflation

Sergi R.
Hildebrandt

We report results from the BICEP2 experiment, a cosmic microwave background (CMB) polarimeter
specifically designed to search for the signal of inflationary gravitational waves in the B-mode power
spectrum around t,..., 80. The telescope comprised a 26 cm aperture all-cold refracting optical system
equipped with a focal plane of 512 antenna coupled transition edge sensor 150 GHz bolometers each with
temperature sensitivity of ~300 µKCMB JS . BICEP2 observed from the South Po le for three seasons from
2010 to 2012. A low-foreground region of sky with an effective area of 380 square deg was observed to a
depth of 87 nK deg in Stokes Q and U. In this paper we describe the observations, data reduction, maps,
simulations, and results. We find an excess of B-mode power over the base lensed-ACDM expectation in
the range 30 < t < 150, inconsistent with the null hypothesis ata significance of > 50". Through jackknife
tests and simulations based on detailed calibration measurements we show that systematic contamination is
much smaller than the observed excess. Cross correlating against WMAP 23 GHz maps we find that
Galactic synchrotron makes a negligible contribution to the observed signal. We
also examine a number of
__________________________________
available
models of polarized dust emission and find that at their default parameter values they predict
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
power
"'(5- lO)x smaller than the observed excess signal (with no significant cross-correlation with our
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
maps).
_______ However, these models are not sufficiently constrained by externa! public data to exclude the
possibility of dust emission bright enough to explain the entire excess signal. Cross correlating
BICEP2 against 100 GHz maps from the BICEPl experiment, the excess signal is confirmed with 30"
significance and its spectral index is found to be consistent with that of the CMB, disfavoring dust at l. 7O".
The observed B-mode power spectrum is well fit by a lensed-ACDM + tensor theoretical model with

Could Quantum Gravity ever be detected?
Freeman Dyson at Singapore conference Aug 2013, celebrating his 90th Birthday:
*physically impossible
*to detect individual graviton, mirrors need be so heavy they would collapse to form a Black Hole
But L. Krauss & F. Wilczeck, Phys. Rev. D89, 047501 (2014):
• gravitational waves stretch spacetime along one direction while contracting it along the other
• would affect how electromagnetic radiation travels through space, causing it to be polarized
• ”…measurement of polarization of CMB due to gravitational waves from Inflation would firmly
establish the quantization of gravity”
• gravitational waves can be traced back to individual gravitons, “…what we finally hope to
detect is the signal from a single graviton amplified by the Universe expansion”
And Alan Guth ”…the expected gravitational waves arise from the quantum
properties of the gravitational field itself, and are not merely a by-product of the gravitational
field interacting with the quantum fluctuations of other fields”

• BICEP2 wavelength of 2 mm (frequency 150 GHz):
maximum difference between CMB signal and contaminating sources

• Planck observed whole sky at nine different wavelengths (0.3 mm - 11.1 mm):
cover infra-red, microwave and high-frequency radio parts of spectrum
• BICEP2 detected signal might be explained by local contamination (dust)
• Planck identified regions less contamin than BICEP2 field, better for experiment
• Gravitational lensing deflects CMB photon trajectories:
twists E-modes to have some component of B-modes
• Instrumental systematics? Galactic foregrounds? Cosmology?
• New in 2014: Keck Array 1000 detect to 100 GHz: very important results there!!
• BICEP3 (2015 - ) will deploy 2056 detectors at 100 GHz (only 800 in 2015)
 Strength scales with energy scale of inflation.
Detectable if inflation happened at 1016 GeV (GUT Scale)

Very latest developments:
 B2P realized B2 had exceptionally bad luck
 S Pole región has huge dust stream (inter Magellanic clouds)
 Dust polariz r = .2 as corresp to GUTs (1016 GeV): fatal coincidence !!
 Only 1 frequency, no discrim power against dust
 Needed to involve astronomers: multidisciplinary team
 Combining B2 and UpKECK: r = .06 ± .04
 B2P r < .13 at 95%
 UpKECK alone: r = .03
 The probably wisest guess: r = .01 ± .005 (optimistic)
 Wait for B3 and full KECK at 100 GHz:
 discriminating power against dust
 from 150 to 100 dust signal 4 times less
 If this scaling is broken: some cosmological signal remnant !!

The Magellanic Clouds
Known since prehistoric times, since
there is no bright south polar star,
these two glowing patches in the
southern sky helped navigators to
mark the pole. Europeans heard of
them during Magellan's expedition
around the world, early 16th C. The
two clouds are small galaxies moving in
orbits around the Milky Way.
They are connected by a bridge of diffuse hydrogen gas: the Magellanic Stream. This long
filament also extends from the small cloud in an arc beyond the south galactic pole, reaching in
the other direction into the plane of the Milky Way, and resembles a bridge between the two
clouds themselves. The Magellanic Clouds are satellites of our own galaxy and their orbits are
likely to take them through the Milky Way disk. Astronomers speculate that the Magellanic
stream is a tail of gas drawn out during such an encounter about half a billion years ago.

Six science stories we can't wait to follow in 2015 - LA Times
6. The search for ripples in the structure of spacetime continues
Scientists in the BICEP2 collaboration rocked the astrophysics world when they
announced in March that they had picked up signs of cosmic inflation -- the
universe's giant growth spurt shortly after the Big Bang -- as well as evidence of
gravitational waves, ripples in the structure of spacetime that have been theorized
but never detected. Data from the European Space Agency's Planck spacecraft,
however, allowed other researchers to poke holes in the findings, leaving the
discovery up for debate.
Another paper will be coming out in January, according to Caltech astrophysicist
James Bock, one of the lead scientists on the BICEP2 team. The scientists will
continue to scan the skies in 2015 with their next-generation experiment, BICEP3.

Thank You

The Casimir Effect
BC

BC e.g. periodic
=⇒ all kind of fields
=⇒ curvature or topology
Universal process:
Sonoluminiscence (Schwinger)

F
vacuum

Cond. matter (wetting 3 He alc.)
Optical cavities
Direct experim. confirmation

Casimir Effect

Dynamical CE ⇐

Van der Waals, Lifschitz theory

Lateral CE

Extract energy from vacuum
CE and the cosmological constant ⇐

ESF CASIMIR Topical Meeting, Wien, 11. Mai 2011 – p. 7/2

The standard approach
=⇒ Casimir force: calculated
by computing change in zero
point energy of the em field
=⇒ But Casimir
effects can be calculated
as S-matrix elements:
Feynman diagrs with ext. lines
In modern language the Casimir energy can be expressed in terms of the
trace of the Greens function for the fluctuating field in the background of
interest (conducting plates)
Z
Z
~
E=
Im dωω Tr d3 x [G(x, x, ω + iǫ) − G0 (x, x, ω + iǫ)]
2π
G full Greens function for the fluctuating field
G0 free Greens function
Trace is over spin

ESF CASIMIR Topical Meeting, Wien, 11. Mai 2011 – p. 8/2

EC = h
1
Im
π

Z

iplates − h

ino plates

d∆N
[G(x, x, ω + iǫ) − G0 (x, x, ω + iǫ)] =
dω

change in the density of states due to the background
=⇒ A restatement of the Casimir sum over shifts in zero-point energies
~X
(ω − ω0 )
2
=⇒ Lippman-Schwinger eq. allows full Greens f, G, be expanded as a
series in free Green’s f, G0 , and the coupling to the external field

=⇒ “Experimental confirmation of the Casimir effect doesn’t establish the
reality of zero point fluct’s better than say the Lamb shift does” [R Jaffe e a]

ESF CASIMIR Topical Meeting, Wien, 11. Mai 2011 – p. 9/2

Vacuum Fluct & the Equival Principle
The main issue:
S.A. Fulling et. al., hep-th/070209
energy ALWAYS gravitates therefore the energy density of the vacuum
appears on the rhs of Einstein’s equations:
1
Rµν − gµν R = −8πG(Teµν − Egµν )
2
Equivalent to a cosmological const Λ = 8πGE, ρc =

3H 2
8πG

Observations: M. Tegmark et al. [SDSS Collab.] PRD 2004
Λ = (2.14 ± 0.13 × 10−3 eV)4

∼ 4.32 × 10−9 erg/cm3

Question: how finite Casimir energy of pair of plates couples to gravity?
Two ways to proceed. Gauge-invariant procedure:
energy-momentum tensor of the phys sys must be conserved, so include a
physical mechanism holding the plates apart against the Casimir force
−→ Leads to complicated model-dependent calculations
Alternative: find a physically natural coordinate system, more realistic than
another: Fermi coord system [Marzlin ’94]
Calculations done also in Rindler coord (uniform accel obs)

ESF CASIMIR Topical Meeting, Wien, 11. Mai 2011 – p. 10/2

CC P ROBLEM
Relativistic field: collection of harmonic oscill’s (scalar field)
~c X
E0 =
ωn ,
ω = k 2 + m2 /~2 , k = 2π/λ
2 n
Evaluating in a box and putting a cut-off at maximum kmax corresp’ng
to QFT physics (e.g., Planck energy)
~ kP4 lanck
16
31
123
MP /Mew ∼ 10 , MP /Mcc ∼ 10 , ρ ∼
∼
10
ρobs
2
16π
a thick aether! Caldwell, Carroll but Gómez, Dvali: species ↓ 1030
Observational tests see nothing (or very little) of it:
=⇒ (new) cosmological constant problem
Very difficult to solve and we do not address this question directly
[Baum, Hawking, Coleman, Polchinsky, Weinberg,...]
What we do consider —with relative success in some different
approaches— is the additional contribution to the cc coming from the
non-trivial topology of space or from specific boundary conditions
imposed on braneworld models:
=⇒ kind of cosmological Casimir effect

ESF CASIMIR Topical Meeting, Wien, 11. Mai 2011 – p. 11/2

Our recent work:
F(R)
Non-local
Bounce Models

Several problems
Do not have simple guidelines, gedanken experiment, reasons of
elegance and simplicity, as those of Einstein in constructing GR
Besides that, even if beauty is abandoned, a modification of gravity
must still confront three additional problems (Park & Dodelson)
Almost all models contain a mass scale to be set much smaller than
any mass found in nature, < 10−33 eV
What is the meaning of this small mass scale?
How can it be protected from interactions with the rest of physics?
A fine tuning problem in time: the modifications to gravity happen to
be important only today, not at any time in the past
Another problem: modified gravity models should comply with the
successes of GR in the Solar System
These constraints already doomed one of the first most promising
modified gravity models introduced to explain acceleration and still
place tight constraints on many models

E Elizalde, III Math Meth in Physics, Londrina, Oct 21-26, 2013 – p. 7/2

Models with non-local interactions
One class of modified gravity models that overcomes most of these problems
contains non-local interactions
S. Deser and R. Woodard, Phys.Rev.Lett. 99, 111301 (2007), 0706.2151
Deser and Woodard consider terms that are functionals of −1 R
 the d’Alembertian and R the Ricci scalar
At cosmological scales, −1 R grows very slowly:
as (t/teq)1/2 in the radiation dominated era
logarithmically in the matter dominated era
So, at the time of Nucleosynthesis −1 R is about 10−6
and at matter-radiation equilibrium it is only order 1
In a natural way, these terms are irrelevant at early times and begin to affect
the dynamics of the Universe only after the matter-radiation transition
This solves some of the worst fine tuning problems
Since −1 R is dimless, the functional ×R has no new mass parameter
Finally, because −1 R is extremely small in the Solar System, these models
easily pass local tests of gravity

E Elizalde, III Math Meth in Physics, Londrina, Oct 21-26, 2013 – p. 8/2

Sufficient theoretical motivation
In string theory, R −1 R is precisely the term generated by quantum
corrections (away from the critical dimension) as first pointed out by Polyakov
A.M. Polyakov, Phys. Lett. B103, 207 (1981)
It may be possible to rewrite these models in terms of local models with one or
more auxiliary scalar field
S. Capozziello, E. Elizalde, S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Phys. Lett. B671, 193
(2009), 0809.1535
N. Koshelev, Grav. Cosmol. 15, 220 (2009), 0809.4927
Also, non-local interactions could as well describe the early epoch of inflation
N. Tsamis, R. Woodard, Annals Phys. 267, 145 (1998), hep-ph/9712331
S. Nojiri, S.D. Odintsov, Phys. Lett. B659, 821 (2008), 0708.0924
A realistic model for acceleration, with an arbitrary function of R −1 R,
reproducing the expansion history of ΛCDM
C. Deffayet, R. Woodard, JCAP 0908, 023 (2009), 0904.0961
Used by S. Park & S. Dodelson, arXiv:1209.0836, to discuss structure
formation in a nonlocally modified gravity

E Elizalde, III Math Meth in Physics, Londrina, Oct 21-26, 2013 – p. 9/2

Additional considerations
Anyway, the very first problem still remains: a completely
arbitrary free function can be chosen at will to fit the expansion
history
But a very interesting aspect of modified gravity models in
general is that, even if they are constructed to reproduce the
expansion history equivalent to that of a given dark energy
model (such as ΛCDM), perturbations will often evolve
differently than in a model with standard GR plus dark energy
Indeed, the way to distinguish DE models from modified gravity
is to measure the growth of structure in the Universe
The deviations from dark energy models are at the 10 to 30%
level and have a characteristic signature as a function of
redshift, which suggests that the class of models could be
tested by upcoming surveys

E Elizalde, III Math Meth in Physics, Londrina, Oct 21-26, 2013 – p. 10/2

−1

Our model of type f ( R)

E. Elizalde, E.O. Pozdeeva, S.Yu. Vernov, Y.-l. Zhang, JCAP07, 034 (2013)

Consider a nonlocal gravity which contains a function of the −1 operator,
thus not assuming the existence of a new dimensional parameter in the action.
We focus on the study of cosmological solutions both in Jordan and Einstein
frames, including matter in the last case
Observationally, dark energy EoS parameter is now very close to −1, with
tendency to stay below this value, what is intriguing. This number, if final,
would lead back to GR with a cosmological constant (and nothing else). But a
small deviation cannot be excluded by the most accurate astronomical data
The sign (+ or −) or the tendency (e.g., the derivative) of this deviation cannot
be determined at present. This makes room for a number of theoretical
models, derived from quite different fundamental theories, which can
accommodate such situation
Several models are able to reproduce observations, as quintom models, which
involve two fields: a phantom and an ordinary scalar
E Elizalde, S Nojiri, S Odintsov, Phys.Rev.D70(2004)043539, hep-th/0405034
W Zhao and Y Zhang, Phys.Rev. D73 (2006) 123509, arXiv:astro-ph/0604460

E Elizalde, III Math Meth in Physics, Londrina, Oct 21-26, 2013 – p. 11/2

The action
Consider a class of nonlocal gravities, with action


Z



√
1
−1
S = d4 x −g
R
1
+
f
(
R) − 2Λ + Lm
2κ2
where κ2 = 8πG = 8π/MPl 2 , the Planck mass being MPl = G−1/2 =
1.2 × 1019 GeV, f differentiable function (characterizes nature of nonlocality),
−1 inverse of d’Alembertian operator, Λ cosmological constant, and Lm
matter Lagrangian. For definiteness, we assume that matter is a perfect fluid.
We use the signature (−, +, +, +), g determinant of gµν
Introducing two scalar fields: ψ = −1 R & Lagrange multiplier ξ


Z
√
1
Sloc = d4 x −g
[R (1 + f (ψ)) + ξ (R − ψ) − 2Λ] + Lm
2κ2
Original non-local action is recast as a local action in the Jordan frame.
Varying this action with respect to ξ and ψ, one resp gets the field eqs
ψ = R ,

ξ = f,ψ (ψ)R ,

where f,ψ (ψ) ≡ df /dψ

E Elizalde, III Math Meth in Physics, Londrina, Oct 21-26, 2013 – p. 13/2

The possibility to construct inflationary models for RG improved potentials corresponding
to scalar electrodynamics and to SU(2) and SU(5) models is investigated.
The tree-level potential, which corresponds to the cosmological constant in the Einstein
frame, is seen to be nonsuitable for inflation.
Rather than adding the Hilbert-Einstein term to the action, quantum corrections to the
potential, coming from the RG equation, are included.
For the finite SU(2) model and SU(2) gauge model, there are no de Sitter solutions suitable
for inflation, unless exit from it occurs according to some weird, nonstandard scenarios.
Inflation is realized both for scalar electrodynamics and for SU(5) RG-improved potentials,
and the corresponding values of the coupling function are seen to be positive.
For reasonable values of the parameters, the inflationary models obtained are in good
agreement with recent observations data from thePLANCK 2013 and BICEP2 surveys.

Quasi-matter domination parameters in bouncing cosmologies
E. Elizalde, J. Haro, S.D. Odintsov

arXiv:1411.3475

For bouncing cosmologies, a fine set of parameters is introduced in order to describe the
nearly matter dominated phase, and which play the same role that the usual slow-roll
parameters play in inflationary cosmology.
It is shown that, as in the inflation case, the spectral index and the running parameter for
scalar perturbations in bouncing cosmologies can be best expressed in terms of them.
Further, they explicitly exhibit the duality which exists between a nearly matter dominated
Universe in its contracting phase and the quasi de Sitter regime in the expanding one.
In particular, the spectral index for a matter dominated Universe in the contracting phase
is, in fact, the same as the spectral index for an exact Sitter regime in the expanding phase.
In both the inflationary and the matter bounce scenarios, the theoretical values of the
spectral index and of the running parameter are compared with their experimental
counterparts, obtained from the most recent PLANCK data:
the bouncing models here discussed do fit well accurate astronomical observations.
Slow-roll inflationary models are generically less favored by observational data, due to the
rather small value of the running parameter predicted, as compared with bounce theories.
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